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We use compatibility of the second fundamental form corrections to Dirac-Born-Infeld action at order
α02 which includes the trace of the second fundamental form, with T-duality and with the linear S-duality as
guiding principles, to find an off-shell D-brane action at order α02 in type II superstring theories in flat
spcetime.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS

In flat spacetime with no massless closed string
background, the effective action of a Dp-brane in type II
superstring theories at the long wavelength limit is given by
Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action [1,2]

Sp ¼ −Tp

Z
dpþ1σ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
− detð ~Gab þ FabÞ

q
; ð1Þ

where we normalize the gauge field to absorb the factor of
2πα0 in front of the gauge field strength Fab which usually
appears in the literature. In above equation, ~Gab is the pull-
back of the bulk flat metric onto the world volume,1 i.e.,

~Gab ¼
∂Xμ

∂σa
∂Xν

∂σb ημν
¼ ηab þ ∂aχ

i∂bχ
jηij; ð2Þ

where in the second line the pull-back is in the static gauge.
The DBI action (1) is invariant under T-duality,2 and its
equations of motion for the case of p ¼ 3 are invariant
under S-duality [3–5]. With our normalization for the
gauge field, the DBI action is at the leading order of α0.
The first correction to this action is at order α02 in which
we are interested in this paper. The α0 corrections to the
Born-Infeld action have been studied in Refs. [6–11] in the
σ-model approach.
For the zero gauge field, the general covariance requires

the world volume couplings at any order of α0 to consist of
various contractions of the second fundamental form Ω and
its derivatives. At order α02, such couplings have structures
Ω4 or ðDΩÞ2. The latter couplings are not consistent with

supersymmetry [12], and the former couplings have been
found in Refs. [12,13] through the curvature squared
couplings to be

S1 ¼ −
π2α02Tp

48

Z
dpþ1σ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
− detð ~Gab þ FabÞ

q

× ½4ΩabiΩab
jΩcd

iΩcdj − 4ΩabiΩa
c
iΩb

djΩcdj

þ 4Ωa
a
iΩbc

iΩb
djΩcdj − 6Ωa

a
iΩb

b
jΩcd

iΩcdj

þ 2Ωa
a
iΩb

biΩc
c
jΩd

dj�: ð3Þ
The second fundamental form in flat spacetime reduces
to the acceleration (see, e.g., Ref. [14]), i.e., Ωab

i¼ ∂a∂bχ
i.

The world volume indices in the above action are raised by
the inverse of the pull-back metric, ~Gab, and the transverse
indices are lowered by

~⊥ij ¼ ηij − ηikηjl∂aχ
k∂bχ

l ~Gab: ð4Þ
The couplings (3) are consistent with the S-matrix element
of four transverse scalar fields at order α02 [12]; however,
they include the trace of the second fundamental form
which is zero on shell. They have been found in Ref. [13]
by studying the consistency of the couplings of one
massless closed and two open strings under T-duality
and linear S-duality transformations. The action (3) con-
tains couplings at all orders of the scalar fields.
It is known that the S-matrix elements of four massless

Neveu-Schwarz (NS) states have no massless pole at order
α02. On the other hand, the S-matrix elements satisfy theWard
identity corresponding to the S-duality and T-duality [15];
i.e., the amplitudes are invariant under linear dualities. The T-
duality transformations for the massless NS states are linear,
whereas the S-duality transformation for the gauge field is
nonlinear [3]. One may expect then the four off-shell NS
couplings at order α02 to be invariant under T-duality and/or
linear S-duality. We are going to impose these constraints to
include four nonconstant gauge field strengths into the action
(3). TheT-duality constraint on higher derivative couplings of
branes have been studied inRefs. [16–18]. Four-field on-shell
couplings to all orders in α0 have been obtained in Ref. [19]
from the corresponding S-matrix element.

*garousi@um.ac.ir
1Our index convention is that the Greek letters ðμ; ν; � � �Þ are

the indices of the space-time coordinates, the Latin letters
ða; d; c;…Þ are the world volume indices, and the letters
ði; j; k;…Þ are the normal bundle indices. The Killing
index in the reduction of ten-dimensional spacetime to nine-
dimensional spacetime is y.

2By invariance under T-duality, we mean after expanding the
action to a specific order of field, the couplings at each order
satisfy the T-duality constraint (9).
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Four-derivative on-shell corrections to the DBI action
involving four gauge field strengths and four derivatives
have been known for a long time [8]. They do not include
the couplings which are related by T-duality to the off-shell
couplings in (3). To include these terms, one may constrain
the couplings to be invariant under the dualities, to reduce
to (3) when the gauge fields are zero, and to be consistent
with the corresponding S-matrix element in string theory.
There are two ways to impose the dualities. One may first
consider all S-duality invariant couplings with unknown
coefficients and then impose the T-duality constraint and
the reduction to (3) to find the coefficients. Or one may
consider all arbitrary couplings with unknown coefficients
and impose the T-duality constraint, the reduction to (3),
and then the S-duality constraint. It turns out that the two
results are not identical. In fact, it turns out that in the latter
approach the S-duality can be imposed only on on-shell
couplings. In other words, the T-duality and the linear
S-duality do not commute. However, the couplings in both
cases reproduce the same S-matrix element, so they are
identical up to a field redefinition.
In the first approach, one has to consider all linear

S-duality invariant couplings. For two gauge fields, one
may consider the tensor Qabcdef which is defined by the
following expression,

Qabcdef ≡ ∂aFbc∂dFef þ ∂að�FÞbc∂dð�FÞef; ð5Þ

where ð�FÞab ¼ ϵabcdFcd=2. It it invariant under the linear
S-duality for the D3-brane. To extend the couplings involv-
ing this tensor to the arbitrary Dp-brane, one has to replace
the contraction of two four-dimensional Levi-Civitá tensors
in terms of the metric to produce the corresponding

couplings on the world volume of the D3-brane and then
extend the couplings to the arbitrary dimensions. For four
gauge fields, however, the S-duality invariant expression,
which includes two Q’s, involves four Levi-Civitá tensors.
There are three different parings of these tensors. In Sec. III,
we will show that the different parings produce different
expressions for contractions of four gauge fields. Apart from
this ambiguity, one can consider all contractions of Q
and Ω at order α02 with unknown coefficients and impose
the T-duality constraint and the reduction to (3) to find the
coefficients. For the specific paring that the two Levi-
Civitá tensors in each Q contract with each other, we
have done the calculation. We have found the above
constraints fix the coefficients such that they satisfy the
S-matrix element. This approach cannot be extended tomore
than four-field couplings because the contact terms
of the corresponding S-matrix elements do not satisfy the
S-dual Ward identity (see Sec. III).
In the second approach, one has to consider all contrac-

tions ofΩ and ∂F at orderα02 with unknown coefficients and
constrain them to be consistent with the T-duality and with
the four-field couplings in (3). Imposing these constraints,
one finds that the resulting off-shell couplings do not satisfy
the S-duality constraint even at the two gauge field level. So
we are forced to impose on-shell S-duality. On the other
hand, it is known that the S-matrix element of four massless
NS states which has only contact term at order α02, satisfies
the S-dual Ward identity [20]. So the above constraint is the
same as the constraint imposed by consistency of the
couplings with the S-matrix element. This gives one extra
constraint. Up to some total derivative terms and the Bianchi
identity, we have found the following couplings between
two scalar fields and two gauge fields:

S2 ¼ −
π2α02Tp

48

Z
dpþ1σ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
− detð ~Gab þ FabÞ

q
½4Ωcd

iΩe
ei∂aFb

d∂aFbc − 8Ωc
eiΩdei∂aFb

d∂aFbc

þ 12Ωc
eiΩdei∂aFbc∂bFa

d − 4Ωcd
iΩe

ei∂aFbc∂bFa
d − 4Ωd

d
iΩe

ei∂aFa
b∂cFbc

− 4Ωc
eiΩdei∂aFa

b∂cFb
d þ 12Ωcd

iΩe
ei∂aFa

b∂cFb
d þ 8Ωac

iΩdei∂aFbc∂dFb
e�: ð6Þ

The world volume indices in (6) are raised by ηab, and the transverse indices are lowered by ηij. The above constraints also
fix the following couplings between four gauge fields:

S3 ¼ −
π2α02Tp

48

Z
dpþ1σ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
− detð ~Gab þ FabÞ

q �
2∂aFbc∂bFa

d∂cFef∂dFef −
1

2
∂aFbc∂aFbc∂dFef∂dFef

− 2∂aFa
b∂cFbc∂dFef∂dFef − 4∂aFbc∂bFc

d∂dFef∂eFaf þ 2∂aFde∂aFbc∂fFce∂fFbd þ 2∂aFa
b∂cFb

d∂dFc
e∂fFef

þ 6∂aFa
b∂cFef∂cFb

d∂dFef

�
: ð7Þ

The couplings (6) and (7) are the T-dual completion of four scalar couplings in (3) and are consistent with on-shell linear
S-duality. The above actions are consistent with the S-matrix elements of four massless NS vertex operators; however, there
are many couplings in these actions that are zero on shell. They have been found by the duality constraints. Unlike the first
approach, this approach can be extended to higher order fields. It would be interesting then to find the T-dual completion of
all infinite scalar fields in (3).
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II. CALCULATIONS

In this section, using the Mathematica package “xAct”
[21], we are going to write all four-field couplings of
the gauge field and/or transverses scalar fields with
unknown coefficients. We then constrain the coefficients
by imposing the consistency of the couplings with the
dualities. Since the known scalar couplings (3) involve
only the second derivative of the scalar fields and T-duality
transforms the gauge field along the Killing direction to the
scalar field in the dual theory, i.e., Ay → χy, we expect
the four gauge field couplings to have structure ð∂FÞ4 and

two-gauge-two-scalar couplings to have structure ð∂FÞ2Ω2.
In the first approach, one first uses the S-duality constraint
and then the T-duality constraint, whereas in the second
approach, one first uses the T-duality and then the on-shell
S-duality constraint. The calculations in both cases are
similar, so in this section, we illustrate how we got the
results in (6) and (7) in the second approach. In Sec. III, we
discuss the couplings in the first approach.
So in the second approach, we have to consider all

contractions of Ω and ψabc ≡ ∂aFbc at order α02. Using
“xAct,” one finds the following 65 different contractions:

S ¼ −
π2Tpα

02

48

Z
dpþ1σ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
− detð ~Gab þ FabÞ

q
½c1ψa

deψabcψbd
fψcef þ c2ψa

deψabcψbc
fψdef

þ c3ψab
dψabcψc

efψdef þ c4ψabcψba
dψc

efψdef þ c5ψa
a
bψc

efψc
b
dψdef þ c6ψabcψ

abcψdefψ
def

þ c7ψa
a
bψc

bcψdefψ
def þ c8ψabcψb

deψcd
fψeaf þ c9ψabcψbc

dψd
efψeaf þ c10ψa

deψabcψbd
fψecf

þ c11ψa
a
bψc

b
dψd

efψecf þ c12ψab
dψabcψc

efψedf þ c13ψabcψba
dψc

efψedf þ c14ψa
a
bψb

cdψc
efψedf

þ c15ψa
a
bψc

efψc
b
dψedf þ c16ψabcψ

abcψdefψedf þ c17ψabcψbacψ
defψedf þ c18ψa

a
bψc

bcψ
defψedf

þ c19ψab
dψabcψedfψ

e
c
f þ c20ψa

a
bψc

b
dψedfψ

e
c
f þ c21ψabcψb

deψdc
fψfae þ c22ψa

deψabcψbd
fψfce

þ c23ψa
deψabcψbc

fψfde þ c24ψab
dψabcψe

c
fψfde þ c25ψabcψba

dψe
c
fψfde þ c26ψa

a
bψc

b
dψe

c
fψfde

þ c27ψa
deψabcψfdeψ

f
bc þ c28ψa

deψabcψfceψ
f
bd þ c29ψa

a
bψb

cdψcd
eψf

ef þ c30ψa
a
bψcd

eψc
b
dψf

ef

þ c31ψa
a
bψc

b
dψdc

eψf
ef þ c32ψa

a
bψc

bcψ
d
d
eψf

ef þ c33ψa
a
bψb

cdψe
cdψ

f
ef þ c34ψabcψd

b
eΩae

iΩcdi

þ c35Ωa
cjΩabiΩb

d
jΩcdi þ c36Ωa

c
iΩabiΩb

djΩcdj þ c37Ωa
a
iΩb

djΩbc
iΩcdj þ c38ψabcψb

deΩad
iΩcei

þ c39ψabcψd
b
eΩad

iΩcei þ c40ψa
deψabcΩbd

iΩcei þ c41ψa
a
bψcdeΩbd

iΩcei þ c42Ωab
jΩabiΩcdjΩcd

i

þ c43Ωa
a
iΩb

b
jΩcdjΩcd

i þ c44ΩabiΩabiΩcdjΩcdj þ c45Ωa
a
iΩb

biΩcdjΩcdj þ c46ψabcψd
b
eΩac

iΩdei

þ c47ψabcψbc
dΩa

eiΩdei þ c48ψabcψd
bcΩa

eiΩdei þ c49ψa
a
bψc

c
dΩb

eiΩdei þ c50ψab
dψabcΩc

eiΩdei

þ c51ψabcψba
dΩc

eiΩdei þ c52ψa
a
bψc

b
dΩc

eiΩdei þ c53Ωa
a
iΩb

biΩc
c
jΩd

dj þ c54ψabcψ
abcΩdeiΩdei

þ c55ψabcψbacΩdeiΩdei þ c56ψa
a
bψc

bcΩdeiΩdei þ c57ψabcψbc
dΩad

iΩe
ei þ c58ψabcψd

bcΩad
iΩe

ei

þ c59ψa
a
bψc

c
dΩbd

iΩe
ei þ c60ψab

dψabcΩcd
iΩe

ei þ c61ψabcψba
dΩcd

iΩe
ei þ c62ψa

a
bψc

b
dΩcd

iΩe
ei

þ c63ψabcψ
abcΩd

d
iΩe

ei þ c64ψabcψbacΩd
d
iΩe

ei þ c65ψa
a
bψc

bcΩd
d
iΩe

ei�; ð8Þ

where c1;…c65 are unknown coefficients. In writing the
above couplings, we have used the monoterm symmetries
of Ω and ψ ; i.e., the second fundamental form is symmetric
with respect to its first two indices, and ψ is antisymmetric
with respect to the last two indices. The tensor ψ has also
multiterm symmetry, i.e.,the Bianchi identity, which is not
imposed in (8). Moreover, for a specific relation between
the coefficients, some combinations of the above couplings
are total derivative terms.
Using the Bianchi identity and ignoring some total

derivative terms, one can find some relations between
the coefficients in (8). One may try to find such relations
and use them to reduce the couplings in (8) to independent

ones and then impose the T-duality constraint to find
the relations between the coefficients of the independent
terms. Alternatively, one may first use the T-duality
constraint to find relations between the coefficients in
(8) and then impose the Bianchi identity and remove the
total derivative terms. In this paper, we follow the latter
approach which is much easier to do with a computer, as we
will see shortly.
To constrain the above couplings to be consistent

with T-duality, following Ref. [16], we reduce the ten-
dimensional space-time to the nine-dimensional space-
time. It reduces (8) to two different actions, Swp and Stp.
In Swp , the Killing direction y is a world volume
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direction, i.e., a ¼ ð ~a; yÞ, and in Stp the Killing direction
is a transverse direction, i ¼ ð~i; yÞ. The transformation
of Swp under the T-duality, which is called SwTp−1, may be
equal to Stp−1 up to some total derivative terms which
must be ignored in the action, i.e.,

SwTp−1 − Stp−1 ¼ 0: ð9Þ

This constrains the unknown coefficients in the
Lagrangian (8). Note that if one does not ignore the
total derivative terms, then one would find some
unnecessary constraints which make the total derivative
terms in the p-dimensions to be T-duality invariant. To
drop the total derivative terms, we transform the terms
in SwTp−1 − Stp−1 to the momentum space. This labels
fields and their momenta. For the identical fields, we

have to symmetrize the labels as well; i.e.,
∂aAb∂cAdBeCf transforms to

Z
dpp1dpp2dpp3dpp4eip1·xþip2·xþip3·xþip4·x

×
1

2
ð−pa

1A
b
1p

c
2A

d
2 − pa

2A
b
2p

c
1A

d
1ÞBe

3C
f
4 : ð10Þ

The integral
R
dpx in the action then produces a delta

function imposing the conservation of momentum
δpðp1 þ p2 þ p3 þ p4Þ. Using this, one then writes p4

in terms of −p1 − p2 − p3. This step drops all terms in
SwTp−1 − Stp−1 that are total derivatives.
We have found that the above T-duality constraint gives

the following 21 equations between the constants:

c41¼−c20−c26þc38þc39þ2c40; c42¼−c10þc19−c21−c22þc24þc25þ2c28−c35;

c43¼ 2c10þ2c21þ2c22−4c28þc30þc31þ2c35;

c46¼−2c10þ2c19−2c21−2c22þ2c24þ2c25þ4c28−c34−c39; c49¼ c29þc30−2c33−
c38
2

−
c39
2
−c40;

c5¼−2c10−
c11
2

−
c15
2
−
c20
2
−2c21−2c22þ4c28−2c35−

c37
2
;

c50¼ 2c34−4c35þ2c36þ2c39þc47−2c48;

c51¼ c12þc13þ2c19þc24þ2c3−2c34þ4c35−2c36þ
c38
2
−
3c39
2

þ2c4þc40−c47þ2c48;

c52¼ 2c34−4c35−c37þ2c39; c53¼−
c10
2
−
c21
2
−
c22
2
þc28þc32−

c35
2
; c55¼−

c34
2
þc35−

c39
2
þ2c44−2c54;

c56¼−
c34
2

þc35−
c39
2
−c45; c59¼

c38
2

þc39
2
þc40; c6¼

c10
8
−
c16
2
−
c17
4
þc21

8
þc22

8
−
c28
4
þc35

8
þc44

4
;

c60¼−2c34þ4c35þc37−2c39þc57−2c58; c61¼−c20−c26þ2c34−4c35−c37−
c38
2
þ3c39

2
−c40−c57þ2c58;

c62¼−4c10−4c21−4c22þ8c28−2c30−2c31−2c34−2c39; c64¼
c34
2
−c35þ

c39
2
þc45−2c63;

c65¼ c10þc21þc22−2c28−2c32þ
c34
2
þc39

2
; c7¼

c10
2
−
c18
2
þc21

2
þc22

2
−c28þ

c35
2

−
c45
2
;

c9¼ 2c10þc12þc19þc2þ2c21þ2c22−2c23þ4c27−4c28þ2c3þ2c35−c36: ð11Þ

Replacing the above constraints in the action (8), one finds
44 T-dual multiplets.
These 44 multiplets must be reduced to the four

scalar couplings in (3). This produces the following eight
equations:

c28 ¼
c10
2

−
c19
2

þ c21
2

þ c22
2

−
c24
2

−
c25
2

þ 2;

c31 ¼ −2c19 − 2c24 − 2c25 − c30 þ 2;

c32 ¼
c19
2

þ c24
2

þ c25
2

; c35 ¼ 0; c36 ¼ −4;

c37 ¼ 4; c44 ¼ 0; c45 ¼ 0: ð12Þ

Replacing these constraints in the 44 multiplets, one finds
36 T-dual multiplets which reduce to the four scalar
couplings in (3).
Now,we have to impose the consistencywith the linear S-

duality. There is no ambiguity in imposing the S-duality
constraint on two gauge fields; i.e., one has to replaceFwith
�F and then replace the two Levi-Civitá tensors in terms of
the metric. The result must be identical to the original
couplings. We have found this produces constraints which
are not consistent with the constraints in (11) and (12). That
means the S-duality of the equations of motion cannot be
prompted to the action level in this case. So we impose the
linear S-duality onon-shell couplings.On the other hand, the
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on-shell couplings must be identical to the contact terms of
the corresponding S-matrix element. It has been shown in
Ref. [20] that the S-matrix element of four NS vertex
operators satisfy linear S-duality. So to impose the on-shell
linear S-duality, one may impose the consistency of the
above 36 T-dual multiplets with the S-matrix element. This
produces the following constraint (see the Appendix):

c4 ¼ −
c12
2

−
c13
2

− c19 −
c24
2

− c3 þ 2: ð13Þ
Replacing this constraint in the above 36 multiplets, one
finds one multiplet with specific coefficients, i.e., the
couplings in (3), (6), and (7), and 35 multiplets with
unknown overall coefficients.
Now, we are going to show that, after using the Bianchi

identity and dropping total derivative terms, all the 35
multiplets with unknown coefficients are reduced to two
unphysical multiplets. To impose the Bianchi identity, we
write the gauge field strength ∂aFbc in terms of the gauge
field, i.e., ∂a∂bAc − ∂a∂cAb. This makes 23 multiplets with
the coefficients c1, c2, c3, c12, c13, c11, c16, c17, c18, c8, c27,
c10, c14, c15, c22, c48, c47, c54, c57, c58, c63, c21, c23 to be
zero. That means these constants are the coefficients of
terms that are zero by the Bianchi identity. Therefore, it is
safe to set these 23 coefficients to zero. Moreover, after
using the Bianchi identity, the terms with coefficients c26,
c20, c29, c30, c33 appear only as ðc20 þ c26Þ and
ðc29 þ c30 − 2c33Þ. That means there are only two inde-
pendent coefficients. So we set c26, c30, c33 to zero.
The terms with coefficients c39, c40, c38, c25, c19, c34, c24

are total derivative terms. So these seven coefficients can
also be set to zero. Therefore, there are only two indepen-
dent extra multiplets which are

−c20Ωcd
iΩe

ei∂aFbc∂bFa
dþc29Ωb

eiΩdei∂aFa
b∂cFc

d

−c20Ωbd
iΩcei∂aFa

b∂cFde−
1

2
c20∂aFa

b∂cFef∂cFb
d∂dFef

þc20∂aFa
b∂cFb

d∂eFdf∂eFc
f

þc29∂aFa
b∂bFcd∂cFd

e∂fFef: ð14Þ

As can be seen, these multiplets have no couplings of four
transverse scalar fields, so they are not related to the
couplings in (3). It is also obvious that the four-point S-
matrix elements of the above couplings are zero, because

they involve either the trace of the second fundamental
form or ∂aFa

b which are zero on shell.
We speculate that the above multiplets do not produce

any other S-matrix element. To give one more example, we
calculate the S-matrix element of two scalars, one gauge
field, and one B-field. This amplitude is given by the
following Feynman rule,

A ¼ VðB4; AÞGðAÞVðA; A3; χ2; χ1Þ þ VðB4; A3; χ2; χ1Þ;
ð15Þ

where χ1, χ2, A3, B4 are the polarizations of the external
fields. The symmetry of string theory under the gauge
transformation Aa → Aa − Λa requires one to extend the
gauge field strength in the effective actions to F þ B. Using
this replacement in (14), one can calculate the vertices
VðB4; A3; χ2; χ1Þ and VðA; A3; χ2; χ1Þ, and the vertex
VðB4; AÞ and propagator GðAÞ can be calculated from the
DBI action. We have done these calculations in detail and
found zero result. We expect similar result for any other
S-matrix element. Therefore, themultiplets (14) are unphys-
ical multiplets. This ends our illustration that all 35 T-dual
multiplets are either unphysical or they become total
derivatives after using the Bianchi identity.

III. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have shown that the consistency of all four
massless NS couplings at order α02 with T-duality, on-shell
linear S-duality, and the scalar couplings in (3) fixes all
couplings up to two unknown coefficients. Themultiplet with
the known coefficient is given in (6) and (7). These couplings
include many terms which are zero on shell. They may be
removed by using appropriate field redefinitions. The field
redefinition, however, changes the standard form of the T-
duality transformations. In the specific field variables inwhich
the T-duality transformation is Ay → χy, the off-shell terms
must be included in the action in order to be invariant under the
T-duality. The two multiplets with unknown coefficients are
unphysical and do not contribute to the S-matrix.
The actions (6) and (7) are invariant under S-duality only

at the on-shell level. If one would like to find an action
which is invariant under off-shell S-duality, one should first
impose S-duality and then T-duality. We have done this
calculation and found the following result,

S¼ −
π2α02Tp

48

Z
dpþ1σ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−detð ~Gab þFabÞ

q �
−Qa

a
bcdeQcb

f
fde þ

1

2
Qabc

b
deQcd

f
eaf −

3

2
Qabc

b
deQdc

f
fae þ 8Qabc

bc
dQd

ef
eaf

þ 7

2
Qa

a
bc

bcQd
d
ef

ef þ 2Qa
a
bc

b
dQe

c
f
fde þ

1

4
Qabc

c
deQf

bdfce − 2Qc
c
de

deΩabiΩabi þ 2Qd
b
e
bceΩa

c
iΩabi

− 4Qd
d
e
bceΩa

c
iΩabi − 2Qc

c
de

deΩa
a
iΩb

bi − 2Qd
b
e
dceΩa

a
iΩbc

i − 4Qd
d
e
bceΩa

a
iΩbc

i þ 4Qab
e
cdeΩabiΩcd

i

þ 4Qe
aecbdΩabiΩcd

i

�
; ð16Þ
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where Q is given in (5). It is obviously invariant under
linear S-duality for the D3-brane. The Levi-Civitá tensors in
above action should be evaluated for the D3-brane to find
the corresponding contractions between Ω and ∂F. Then,
the result should be extended to the arbitrary Dp-brane. We
have found that the above couplings are consistent with the
four-point S-matrix element. In this case, there is one
unphysical multiplet with an unknown coefficient. The
above action and the couplings in (6) and (7) look very
different. However, since both of them satisfy the same
S-matrix element, they are related by field redefinitions.
The action (3) includes all infinite number of scalar

couplings through the expansion of the inverse of the pull-
back metric in the action. So one may expect that the
consistency of the couplings with the dualities and with (3)
can be extended to all orders of gauge fields. The S-duality
is nonlinear, and there are indications that the D3-brane
effective action is invariant under nonlinear S-duality only
at the equations of motion level [3,22], so we do not expect
the effective action at higher orders to be consistent with the
nonlinear S-duality. In general, we do not expect it to be
invariant under linear S-duality even at the on-shell level.
To see this, consider the α0 expansion of an S-matrix
element which can be separated into two parts. One part
includes massless poles, and the other part includes contact
terms, i.e.,

A ¼ Apole þ Acontact: ð17Þ

The linear S-duality transformation which is on the gauge
field strength, i.e., F → �F, may transform Apole to Acontact,
so the contact terms which produce the effective action may
not satisfy the S-dual Ward identity.3 This is not the case for
four gauge fields that we have considered in (16) because
there is no massless pole for the four-point function. The
S-matrix elements of one massless closed string and two
NS states also have no massless poles, so one can use the
consistency of the couplings with the linear S-duality and
T-duality to find the physical couplings [13].
On the other hand, the T-duality transformation which is

on the gauge field, i.e., Ay → χy, does not transform Apole to
Acontact, so the contact terms always satisfy the T-dual Ward
identity. As a result, one expects the consistency of the
higher order couplings with T-duality to be a valid con-
straint at higher order fields. Therefore, we expect the
consistency of the couplings with the T-duality and with (3)
to be extended to all orders of gauge fields.
The T-duality may fix the presence of Fab in the pull-

back of the flat metric in (3) by extending it to the following
expression:

~Gab → Gab ¼ ηab þ ∂aχ
i∂bχ

jηij − FacFdb
~Gcd: ð18Þ

The above extension then produces the following exten-
sions for the metrics ~Gab and ~⊥ij which appear at various
places in (3):

~Gab → Gab

~⊥ij → ⊥ij ¼ ηij − ηikηjl∂aχ
k∂bχ

lĜab: ð19Þ
To verify that the replacement (18) is consistent with
T-duality, suppose the D-brane is along the circle on which
the T-duality is imposed. One can easily verify that the
world volume indices of Gab in (3) are contracted with
the derivatives inΩab

i or in ∂aχ
k∂bχ

l, so they can not be the
Killing index y. On the other hand, when a, b are not the
Killing index, i.e., a ¼ ~a, b ¼ ~b, using the prescription

given in Ref. [16], one can verify thatG ~a ~b is invariant under
T-duality. To the second order of fields, it is

G ~a ~b ¼ η ~a ~b − ∂ ~aχi∂ ~bχjηij þ F ~a ~cF ~d ~bη~c ~d þ ∂ ~aAy∂ ~bAyη
yy

!T ηab − ∂aχ~i∂bχ ~jη~i ~j þ FacFdbηcd − ∂aχy∂bχyηyy

¼ ηab − ∂aχi∂bχjηij þ FacFdbηcd ¼ Gab; ð20Þ
where in the second line we have used the T-duality
transformation Ay → χy. We have checked to the tenth

order of fields and found that G ~a ~b is invariant. Therefore,
the replacement (19) forced by T-duality extends the
couplings (3) to include the constant gauge field strength
to all orders. The resulting action, however, does not
include the structure in which the two indices of the gauge
field strength contract with the second fundamental form;
i.e., the four world volume indices of Ω’s contract with
FabFcd, or the eight world volume indices of Ω’s contract
with FabFcdFefFgh. Moreover, the world volume indices
of ΩiΩj ’s may contract with ∂aχi∂bχj. Since the world
volume indices of Ω’s are derivative indices, such cou-
plings are invariant under T-duality only when the deriv-
atives of the gauge field strength are zero. The couplings
when the gauge field strength is not constant may be found
by requiring the invariance of six-field, eight-field, and
higher couplings under T-duality. It would be interesting to
use these conditions to find an action for the Dp-brane
which includes all orders of gauge fields and the transverse
scalar fields. Such an action for the D9-brane has been
obtained in Ref. [9] via string σ-model loop calculations
using the boundary state operator language.
In the presence of the massless closed string fields, the

S-duality is modified to SLð2; RÞ symmetry. Unlike the
transformation for the gauge field which is via its field
strength, all other transformations involve only the field
potential. So linear SLð2; RÞ transformations for the mass-
less closed string fields do not transform the massless pole,
Apole, to the contact terms, Acontact, of the S-matrix element.

3It has been observed in Ref. [23] that the combination of
massless poles and contact terms of the S-matrix element of six
gauge fields at the leading order of α0 which is reproduced by the
DBI action is invariant under linear S-duality.
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Therefore, we expect the effective actions which are
produced by the contact terms of the S-matrix elements
to be invariant under the linear SLð2; RÞ transformations.
There is a subtlety, however, for the S-matrix elements
involving the B-field. The B-field in the D-brane effective
action appears in two ways: either through its field strength
H or through the replacement F → F þ B. The massless
poles in the S-matrix which are produced by the gauge fields
should be combined with some of the contact terms which
are produced by F þ B terms to be able to rewrite
the S-matrix element in terms of H [24,25]. Then, the H-
contact terms of the S-matrix element are theH-couplings in
the effective action. These contact terms transforms to the
Ramond-Ramond dCð2Þ-couplings under the SLð2; RÞ
transformation. On the other hand, the B-field in the
effective action which appears as F þ B is expected to be
invariant under the SðL;RÞ transformation via the equations
of motion as in the DBI case [5]. Apart from the ðF þ BÞ-
couplings, we expect the D3-brane effective action to be
invariant under the SLð2; RÞ transformation.
In general, the effective action of the Dp-brane is

expected to be invariant under T-duality transformation;
e.g., the DBI action is invariant under T-duality. The
transformation is linear for the massless NS fields, whereas
it is nonlinear for Neveu-Schwarz Neveu-Schwarz (NSNS)
fields [12]. The invariance of the curvature squared terms in
the O-plane action [12] under the nonlinear T-duality fixes
all NSNS terms at order α02 [26,27]. It would be interesting
to find all NSNS and Ramond-Ramond couplings in the D-
brane action at order α02 by requiring their curvature
squared terms to be consistent with the nonlinear T-duality
and with the SLð2; RÞ transformations.
Finally, let us mention a subtlety in evaluating four Levi-

Civitá tensors in terms of the metric that we encountered
when we found the couplings in (16). Using (5) to write the
couplings in (16) in terms of ∂F, one finds terms that have
four Levi-Civitá tensors. They are produced by QQ terms.
For example, one encounters the following term,

1

16
ψalnψ

a
ghψdmiψejkϵb

fmiϵbcghϵcf
jkϵdeln; ð21Þ

where ψabc ≡ ∂aFbc. To rewrite this term in terms of
various contractions of ψ ’s, one has to use the standard
identity ϵa1a2a3a4ϵb1b2b3b4 ¼ −δa1½b1δ

a2
b2
δa3b3δ

a4
b4�. However, there

are three ways to pair the Levi-Civitá tensors. One of them
is the following,

1

16
ψalnψ

a
ghψdmiψejkðϵbfmiϵbcghÞðϵcfjkϵdelnÞ

¼ 1

2
ψa

a
fψm

jkψm
f
iψ ijk þ ψa

a
fψm

jkψm
f
iψ jik

− ψa
ijψafmψfi

kψkmj −
1

2
ψa

ijψafmψfm
kψkij

− ψaf
iψafmψ j

m
kψkij þ ψa

a
fψmi

jψm
f
iψk

jk;

where we have used the standard identity in the Levi-Civitá
tensors in each set of parentheses. Another paring gives the
following result:

1

16
ψalnψ

a
ghψdmiψejkðϵdelnϵghbcÞðϵmi

b
fϵjkcfÞ

¼ ψa
miψadeψdm

lψeil −
1

2
ψa

a
dψe

deψmilψ
mil

þ 2ψad
mψadeψe

ilψ iml −
1

2
ψadeψ

adeψmilψ iml

þ 2ψa
a
dψe

d
mψ imlψ

i
e
l: ð22Þ

The two expressions are not identical. Even if one uses the
Bianchi identity, the two results do not convert into each
other. In finding the couplings in (16), we have paired the
two Levi-Civitá tensors in each Q.
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APPENDIX: FOUR-POINT S-MATRIX ELEMENT

In this Appendix, we review the low energy expansion of
the S-matrix element of four gauge bosons in the super-
string theory. The S-matrix element has been calculated in
Ref. [28],

A1234 ∼
Γð−sÞΓð−tÞ
Γð1þ uÞ K; ðA1Þ

where the Mandelstam variables are s ¼ −k1 · k2,
t ¼ −k1 · k4, u ¼ −k1 · k3 which satisfies sþ tþ u ¼ 0,
and K is the following kinematic factor,

K ¼ −k1 · k2ðζ1 · k4ζ3 · k2ζ2 · ζ4 þ ζ2 · k3ζ4 · k1ζ1 · ζ3

þ ζ1 · k3ζ4 · k2ζ2 · ζ3 þ ζ2 · k4ζ3 · k1ζ1 · ζ4Þ
− k2 · k3k2 · k4ζ1 · ζ2ζ3 · ζ4 þ f1; 2; 3; 4 → 1; 3; 2; 4g
þ f1; 2; 3; 4 → 1; 4; 3; 2g ðA2Þ

which is stu symmetric. In the above amplitude, α0 ¼ 1=2.
The α0-expansion of the Gamma functions is

Γð−sÞΓð−tÞ
Γð1þ uÞ ¼ 1

st
−
π2

6
− ζð3Þðsþ tÞ

−
π4

360
ð4s2 þ stþ 4t2Þ þ � � �

The total amplitude includes all noncyclic permutation of
the external states, i.e.,
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A ¼ A1234 þA1243 þA1324 þA1342 þA1423 þA1432:

ðA3Þ

Using the relation sþ tþ u ¼ 0, one finds that A has no
massless pole. It becomes

A ∼ −
�
π2 þ π4

24
ðt2 þ s2 þ u2Þ þ � � �

�
K; ðA4Þ

which produces only contact terms with four, eight, and
higher momenta. The four-momenta terms which are
proportional to π2, are reproduced by the DBI action
(1), and the eight-momenta terms which are proportional
to π4, are reproduced by Ω4 terms [12]. The couplings for
the transverse scalars can be found from the above
couplings by using the condition that the scalar polarization
is in transverse space, i.e., ζi · kj ¼ 0.
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